WAYS TO ENGAGE WITH THE STATE AUTHORIZATION NETWORK
Who is the State Authorization Network (SAN)?

SAN empowers its members to successfully resolve postsecondary regulatory compliance challenges.

We provide expert analysis, resources and training to prepare for emerging issues, collaborate on compliance strategies, develop solutions and evaluate their efficacy.

Our members are digital learning and compliance professionals representing 800+ institutions and organizations nationally and across all sectors.
ABOUT MEMBERSHIP

Interest or questions?
Leigha Fletcher
lfletcher@wiche.edu
(303)541-0211

• Memberships may be held by individual institutions, partnerships, systems, consortia, or organizations.

• Members may opt into our *Newcomers Experience*, an individual, guided and virtual journey through foundational authorization issues and SAN resources.

• Coordinators are responsible for sharing information with the other institutions/organizations within their membership, including the membership's SAN Website login containing member-exclusive research and resources.

Benefits at a glance
SAN defines areas of focus annually and in alignment with the traditional academic year.

This statement is developed with the critical input of our Advisory Group and membership to ensure the scope of work evolves with the growing needs of digital learning and compliance staff across the country.

It guides the development of member engagement opportunities, programming, meeting agendas and guest presenters installed throughout the year.

Follow through these slides to learn more about member interactions and resources.
Monthly Coordinator Calls

Virtual event, Fourth Tuesday of each month
Recorded and uploaded to SAN Resources on our website

✓ Network updates
✓ Member spotlight
✓ Topical presentations

Interest or suggestions?
Rachael Stachowiak
rstachowiak@wiche.edu
303-541-0289
Monthly Open Forum

Virtual event, Second Tuesday of each month
This event is not recorded.

- Focused, topical presentation + Q&A
- Participant questions, comments and ideas are welcome and encouraged
- Open to ALL SAN Member Participants - Not limited to coordinators!

Interest or suggestions?
Kathryn Kerensky
kkeakensky@wiche.edu
303.541.0290
Special Interest Teams (SIT)

Small working groups perform research and provide deliverables on the issue areas to benefit the network.

- Open to ALL SAN Member Participants - *Not limited to coordinators!*
- Approx. 7 people on each team
- Virtual engagement; frequency determined by team
- Team members determine deliverables which may include white papers, check and task lists, research matrixes, podcasts, etc.
- Great opportunity for those seeking a highly collaborative, immersive & participative experience

Institutional Engagement

Professional Licensure Research & Disclosures

Others to be determined
Other opportunities

- **wcetMIX**
  Web based discussion forum to POST and REPLY to questions

- **General Disclosure**
  SAN Podcast highlighting the voices & issues in the field

- **Advisory Group**
  Help shape the programmatic issues of interest to the membership at-large

- **Member assistance & support**
  Resource and thought partner in your compliance journey

- **Annual SANsational Awards**
  Recognition for your innovative, collaborative compliance strategies & solutions

- **WCET Frontiers**
  Written perspectives & advice on timely topics
RESOURCES
BY TOPIC

- Research
- Regulation summaries
- Handbooks
- Talking points
- Sample tools
- More

wcetsan.wiche.edu
Contact us

wcetsan.wiche.edu/

Cheryl Dowd, Senior Director, Policy Innovations
(303) 541-0210  |  cdowd@wiche.edu

Leigha Fletcher, Administrative Assistant
(303) 541-0211  |  lfletcher@wiche.edu

Kathryn Kerensky, Director, Digital Learning Policy & Compliance
(303) 541-0290  |  kkerensky@wiche.edu

Rachael Stachowiak, Director, Interstate Policy & Compliance
(303) 541-0289  |  rstachowiak@wiche.edu